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Learning Objectives: Jolly Phonics  

Week beginning: 26.4.21 

Spring Term 2021 

 Objectives   

Personal, Social & 
Emotional 

Can your child remember what colour group they are in? Talk to them about who their key peron is, can they tell you about the friends 
they play with at Pre-school? 

Physical Development 
 

Provide opportunities for your child to be physically active each day. Can they move in a variety of ways such as hopping, jumping with 
their feet together, crawling, rolling, running etc. This will help to develop their core strength, balance and co-ordination. 

Communication & 
Language 

Provide a quiet time each day to talk to your child. Encourage them to use their good listening ears when having a conversation with them 
and for them to look at you, maintaining eye contact. Can they tell you who they play with at Pre-school. Can they tell you what they like 
to do at Pre-school? Where  do they like to play? Eg: outside or in the water etc.  These are all elements that will help build a simple, 
structured sentence. 

Literacy 
 

Link to Phonics – can they find objects around the house or garden that begin with each days sound? Can they draw pictures of objects that 
begin with each sound? 

Maths 
 

Shape – go for a shape hunt around the house. What shapes can they find? Can they recognise and name any shapes? Create shape 
pictures or print with different objects that make different shapes if you have access to paper and paint. 

Understanding The 
World  

Can your child begin to operate simple equipment? If the have a tablet can they play age appropriate games with a little support from an 
adult? 

Expressive Arts & 
Design 

Link to Jolly Phonics – can they begin to join in and sing the songs and copy the actions? 

Phonics 
 

Jolly Phonics – these songs can be found on You Tube. This weeks sounds are: b, p, c, a, o. Sing these songs with your child and copy the 
accompanying ations. 

Kinetic Letters 
 

Linked to physical development – moving in a variety of ways. 
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